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Raman scattering by spin excitations ina-MnSe
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Raman spectra of polycrystallinea-MnSe were measured in the temperature range from 17 to 100 K. We
found a peak at 18 cm21 at low temperatures that shifts to lower frequencies when the temperature increases.
From frequency vs temperature dependence we assigned it as one magnon mode atk50. The magnon
dispersion relations were calculated using random phase Green function approximation. The exchange energies
were estimated. The Ne´el temperature was determined by fitting thev1M(T)/v1M(0)5 f (T/TN) dependence
with the experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, manganese oxides and chalcogenides hav
tracted considerable attention because of a large variet
optical, magnetic, and transport properties, which hold
promise of realizing spintronic devices.1 Among the 3d
transition-metal chalcogenides MnS, MnSe, and MnTe
antiferromagnetic~AFM! compounds with respective Ne´el
temperaturesTN of 152,2 124,3 and 307 K.4 In the case of
MnS and MnSe, the stable crystal structure is cubic, N
type (a phase!, whereas the MnTe crystallizes in the hexag
nal NiAs-type structure. They can also be stabilized art
cially in the zinc blende (b phase! structure by epytaxia
growth or by alloying with II-VI semiconductors.5 In the
case ofa-MnSe the second phase with hexagonal NiAs cr
tal structure arises at about 190 K. The NiAs structure
MnSe consists of ferromagnetic sheets, stacked antife
magnetically perpendicular to thec axis. The number and
size of the NiAs bands increase with decreasing of temp
ture and may occupy 15–38 % of crystal volume.3 On warm-
ing, the NiAs modification converts to the cubic form an
completely vanishes at 300 K staying magnetic up to t
temperature. Because of that some of magnetic and neu
diffraction measurements were contradictory interpreted.6–10

The cubic form itself exhibits AFM-II~Ref. 5! spin ordering,
Fig. 1, with the Ne´el temperature of 122 K, according to Re
3, or between 130 and 250 K, due to thermal hysteresis
sample history effects, as it was referred by other authors6–8

Optical properties ofa-MnSe are investigated by far
infrared reflectivity,11 without any evidence of presence
the NiAs phase ina-MnSe. Optical phonons are Raman i
active in the paramagnetic phase of thea-MnSe. To the best
of our knowledge the Raman scattering in the AFM phase
a-MnSe has not been published until now.

In this work we prepared polycrystallinea-MnSe samples
by sintering technique and investigated them by Ram
spectroscopy. The one-magnon mode at 18 cm21 is found in
the Raman spectra recorded at 17 K. This mode shifts
lower frequencies when the temperature increases. We de
oped a simple model for AFM state of MnSe and calcula
the magnon dispersion branches using the random p
Green function approximation~RPGA!. The exchange pa
rameters were estimated by comparison theoretical with
perimental results. The Ne´el temperatureTN590 K was de-
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termined by fitting the v1M(T)/v1M(0)5 f (T/TN)
dependence.

II. EXPERIMENT

Polycrystalline samples ofa-MnSe were made by sinter
ing. Stoichiometric amounts of Mn and Se powders we
properly mixed and heated at 930 °C in a sealed evacu
quartz tube for seven days. The product was ground
pressed into pellets~diameter 12 mm, thickness 1 mm! under
the pressure of 70 MPa. The quality ofa-MnSe samples was
checked by x-ray diffractometry. No tracks of starting e
ments or impurity phases (MnSe2) confirm a good quality of
the samples.

Raman spectra ofa-MnSe were excited by 514.5 nm lin
of an Ar-ion laser, focused to a line focus using a cylindric
lens in order to avoid the sample heating. The scattered l

FIG. 1. Face-centered-cubic~fcc! lattice of a-MnSe ~NaCl
type!. In the antiferromagnetic phase ofa-MnSe the spins of man-
ganese ions are aligned in~111! sheets. The direction of magneti
moment of the magnetic ion in each lattice point is indicated by
arrow. ~1–12!. The nearest-neighbor and~13–18! the next-nearest-
neighbor ions.
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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was dispersed by Joben-Yvon U 1000 monochromator
detected using conventional photon-counting system. The
ser line power was 30 mW. Low-temperature spectra w
measured using Leybold closed-cycle helium cryostat.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the unpolarized Raman spectra
a-MnSe measured in the spectral range between 6
33 cm21 at temperatures below 100 K. The mode at ab
18 cm21 is clearly observed at lowest temperature. T
mode shows a strong frequency and intensity change by
creasing the temperature. Based on its temperature de
dence we assign this mode to scattering by magnons in
AMF phase ofa-MnSe atk50. The similar structure~one-
magnon mode! is also observed in diluted magnetic syste
CdMnTe.12,13

We assume that thea-MnSe exhibits the AFM fcc
uniaxial type-II spin structure such asa-MnS ~Ref. 14! with
magnetic space groupCc2/c. Taking into account tha
uniaxial model fora-MnS gives very good values for mag
non frequencies14 or magnetization15 we started our consid
eration with the assumption that the uniaxial model can
applicable ona-MnSe, too. In the case of the NaCl structur
the anions lie on the edges of the cubic fcc cell~Fig. 1!
between the second-nearest magnetic neighbors. As a re
the next-nearest-neighbor~NNN! interaction (JNNN5J2) is
usually stronger than the nearest-neighbor~NN! interaction
(JNN5J1). The magnetic anisotropy energy is expected to
mainly of dipolar origin and very small compared to th
isotropic exchange energy. The distortion which accom
nies AFM ordering can be neglected in the first approxim
tion.

The Hamiltonian to be considered is the sum of single-
Hamiltonians in the form

FIG. 2. Unpolarized Raman spectra ofa-MnSe at various tem-
peratures recorded in the spectral range from 6 to 33 cm21.
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i

~D1Sxi

2 1D2Syi

2 !, ~1!

where the summation goes over all nearest and next-ne
neighbors;J1

1 , J1
2 , andJ2 refer to the exchange paramete

between nearest neighbors on opposite sublattices, the s
sublattice, and next-nearest neighbors, respectively.D1 de-
scribes the anisotropy which restricts the spins to~111! plane
~‘‘out-of-plane anisotropy’’!, and D2(,D1) constrains the
spins to particular direction within this plane~‘‘in-plane an-
isotropy’’!. Here we neglected contraction and distortion
lattice in antiferromagnetic phase and putJ1

15J1
25J1. After

applying the Holstein-Primakoff transformation and the sta
dard diagonalization procedure we obtain the eigenvalue
the form

\v1(2)kW5SA~b16g!~b27g!. ~2!

Quantitiesb11g andb22g are defined as

b11g54J1~c1c21c2c31c3c1!14J2~c1
21c2

21c3
2!12D1 ,

~3!

b22g54J1~s1s21s2s31s3s1!14J2~s1
21s2

21s3
2!12D2 ,

~4!

whereci andsi areci5cos(kia); si5sin(kia), i 5x,y,z.
Resonant antiferromagnetic energies, whenT→0 K, are

\v10(20)5SA24D2(1)~J11J2!. ~5!

The values ofJ1 , J2 , D1, andD2 should be evaluated on
the basis of different experimental results. Generally, th
are two branches of spin-wave oscillations, therefore for
timating ofD1 andD2 it is necessary to measure two diffe
ent resonant antiferromagnetic frequencies atkW50. In our
Raman experiment only one frequency is registered. It me
that D2 is approximately equal to zero as ina-MnS. The
other possibility is that two degenerate magnon branches
ists with D25D1. The form and the number of dispersio
branches can be definitively determined by neutron sca
ing. By Raman spectroscopy we obtain the value of mag
frequency inkW50, and that helps enough in estimating va
ues ofJ1 , J2, andD1. TakingJ1 /J250.6,7,8 the kW50 reso-
nant frequencyv0518 cm21 ~Fig. 2!, and valuesD1
50.236 cm21 and D2'0 such as fora-MnS,14,15 we ob-
tained J153.375 cm21 and J255.625 cm21. Calculated
magnon dispersion branches ina-MnSe for three high sym-
metry directions ofk are presented in Fig. 3.

Confirmation that selected values forJ1 and J2 are cor-
rectly evaluated comes from the agreement between the´el
temperature which is the result of fitting a theoretically fou
function v/v05 f (T/TN) in which J1 and J2 are included,
and independently ordered value ofTN . The ratiov/v0 of
magnon frequencies at certain temperatureT(,TN) and T
'0 K is equal to the ratio of sublattice magnetization
2-2
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these temperaturesv/v0>M /M0.15,16 The temperature de
pendence of the magnon frequency ratiov/v05 f (T/TN) is
obtained on the basis of the random-phase Green’s func
approximation15

v/v0>M /M05S̄/S5BS~2Scoth21x!;S55/2, ~6!

whereBS is Brillouin function andx:

x5K m

Am22l2
cothF S̄Am22l2

2kT
G L

kW

. ~7!

Quantitiesm6l are related with previously definedb1
and g as m6l5b1(2)6g22D1(2) with substituted values
for J1 andJ2 used for estimation of dispersion relations. T
best agreement between theoretical calculation, Eq.~6!, and
experimental data~Fig. 4! was achieved withTN590 K.
The agreement of these data confirms that evaluated va
of exchange integrals, as well as the value ofTN found by

FIG. 3. Magnon dispersion branches ina-MnSe calculated for
three high symmetry directions of the wave vectork.
S.
.
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fitting procedure, are optimally chosen. The antifferoma
netic ordering temperature of our samples is lower than
values found earlier by susceptibility measurements.7,8 Dif-
ference could be a consequence of different sample qua
as well as different participation of NiAs-phase in th
a-MnSe structure.

In conclusion, we have measured Raman scattering in
a-MnSe in the antiferromagnetic phase and found the o
magnon mode at 18 cm21 at 17 K. We calculated the mag
non dispersion branches on the basis of simple model
estimated the exchange energies ofJ1(NN)53.375 cm21,
J2(NNN)55.625 cm21, and the anisotropy parameterD1
50.236 cm21.
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the zero-field one-mag
frequency plotted on a reduced scale. Squares represent mea
values; circles are values calculated in the random-phase Gre
function approximation~RPGA!; line represents the Brillouin func
tion ~BF! values calculated forS55/2.
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